
elements of the campaign and the campaign staff, and briefly explained how the campaign will be 
conducted. In attendance were the pastors, deacons, and other lay leaders of the Wave 4 parishes and 
missions. Only several weeks into the fourth wave of the campaign and already quick progress has 
been made toward to combined wave goal of  $9.89 million with just over $3.1 million having been 
raised to date. Campaign kickoff weekends took place in the 31 parishes and missions over the past 
couple of weeks, and the fourth and final wave will conclude activity at the end of May 2019. Having 
already surpassed the previous goal of $60 million, and coming close to meeting and exceeding the 
challenge goal of $80 million, the additional funds raised during the campaign will help to ensure the 
future of the Blessed Stanley Rother Shrine, shared ministry efforts and archdiocesan endowments as 
well. The generosity of people from across the Archdiocese of Oklahoma City, the state of Oklahoma 
and beyond will shape the future of the Catholic Church in Oklahoma for generations to come.
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The final wave of 31 parishes and missions 
to conduct the One Church, Many 

Disciples campaign began at the end of January 
2019. Launch meetings for Wave 4 happened 
on January 24 at the Catholic Pastoral Center, 
and on January 31 at Saint Joseph parish in 
Norman. These two meetings introduced the 



Alex Kaye is one of the Parish Campaign Directors from 
CCS Fundraising. She works with several parishes in 

each wave to help them reach their goals. Before working 
with CCS, Alex was a member of the Peace Corps and served 
in Peru for several years. She is bilingual in English and 
Spanish and has played a pivotal role in translating materials 
and working with Spanish-speaking groups and volunteers.
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Wave 4 of Campaign Activity
Kicks off in OKC and Norman

Launch Events host Parishes and 
Missions from Across the Archdiocese

Two events were held to launch the fourth and final 
wave of campaign activity — January 24 at the 

Catholic Pastoral Center in Oklahoma City, and January 
31 at Saint Joseph Parish in Norman. Saint Joseph is one 
of the parishes conducting the campaign in Wave 4. The 
launch events introduced the elements of the campaign 
to the final wave of parishes and missions, introduced the 
campaign staff, and highlighted volunteers from different 
parishes who shared their experiences of volunteering with 
the people in attendance. The events were well-attended 
and helped to familiarize the attendees with the different 
aspects of the campaign case and plan. The parishes and 
missions in attendance spread across the Archdiocese 
from Medford to Madill and from Hollis to Sulphur. 
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